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We obtain the QCD quark ondensate from onsideration of unquenhed quark dynamis in
Dyson-Shwinger gluon vauum. We onsider the non-loal extension of the ondensate and deter-
mine the quark virtuality. We also obtain the ondensate-driven ontribution of the non-perturbative
QCD to EulerHeisenberg Lagrangian of QED in external eletromagneti elds.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw,12.38.Lg,11.15.Tk
I. OVERVIEW
We desribe a method relying on DysonShwinger
equations (DSE) for obtaining (non-loal) quark on-
densate and Euler-Heisenberg type eetive ation with
quarks in loops. We develop a self-onsistent sheme
based on a full set of DSE with dynamial quarks, ghosts
and gluons. Our approah is built on methods and pre-
sriptions we adapt from Fisher [1℄.
Non-loal quark ondensate was rst introdued by
Mikhailov and Radyushkin [2℄, and further developments
followed soon after [3, 4℄. The gauge invariant NLC is
dened by
C(x2) ≡ 〈q¯(x)E(x; 0)q(0)〉, (1)
where Wilson phase fator is dened as
E(x; 0) = Pexp
(
ie
∫
C
Aµ(x)dx
µ
)
, (2)
and the ontour C onnets points x and 0. In this pa-
per we fous our attention on the rst terms in powers
of x whih are independent of the Wilson line ontri-
butions. Wilson line terms are in general very impor-
tant, and suh ontributions should be evaluated self-
onsistently [5℄, whih may be done by the Erison-
Semeno-Szabo-Zarembo (ESSZ) tehnique used by us
in the previous work [6℄. It has been shown within the
instanton vauum model [7℄ that the form of the NLC is
nearly independent on possible irregularities of the path,
suh as a usp and thus in general the path an be rep-
resented by a straight line.
The initial motivation for introduing a NLC ame
from its inuene on hadron phenomenology. For this
reason NLC has been deomposed into the loal onden-
sates (LC) and the measure of the quark utuations in
vauum, known as the quark virtuality (QV). This quan-
tity related to NLC, is dened as
λ2q =
〈q¯D2µq〉
〈q¯q〉 , (3)
(here Dµ is the ovariant derivative), arising in the stan-
dard operator produt expansion (OPE) of the NLC as
the oeient in front of the quadrati term:
C(x2) = 〈q¯(0)q(0)〉
[
1 +
x2
4
〈q¯D2q〉
〈q¯q〉
]
. (4)
Quark virtuality is related to the gluon-quark trilinear
(loal) ondensate
〈q¯D2q〉
〈q¯q〉 ∼ 〈q¯gσµνG
µνq〉. (5)
and thus an be ounted as an independent vauum
struture parameter, haraterizing the non-perturbative
QCD vauum. The standard estimate for λ2q by Chernyak
and Zhitnitsky [8℄ is λ2q ≈ 0.4 ± 0.1GeV2. There are
larger estimates however, e.g. Shuryak suggests [9℄
λ2q ∼ 1.2GeV2. We note that these numerial values for
the orrelation length are omparable with the typial
hadroni sale.
Our eort to relate DSE and NLC is not the rst. An
attempt to derive self-onsistent equations upon onden-
sates was made by Pauhy Hwang [10℄ in the large-
1/Nc limit; unfortunately, this was not developed fur-
ther. Non-loal quark ondensate has been obtained
within the at-bottom potential approah to Dyson-
Shwinger equations, where typial orrelation length
of 3GeV−1 has been obtained [11℄. DysonShwinger
equations are solved in [12℄ for quark dynamial mass
and wave-funtion (no gluons or ghosts solved dynam-
ially; gluon propagator mimiked by an Ansatz, rain-
bow approximation applied to quark equations); using
2propagators, the quark-quark non-loal ondensate and
the quark-quark-gluon loal ondensates are alulated,
typial orrelation length obtained is 0.5GeV−1. Same
methods were used in [13℄, where virtualities λ2u,d =
0.7GeV2, λ2s = 1.6GeV
2
are reported. These results are
onrmed in [14℄ and ompleted with gluon virtuality
as well λ2g = 0.2α
− 1
2
s − 1.0α3sGeV2, the latter exhibiting
strong sale dependene via oupling onstant. Dyson
Shwinger equations were solved in a similar approxi-
mation (no dynamial gluons and ghosts) in [15℄; how-
ever, surprisingly large values of virtualities have been
reported: λ2u,d = 12 . . . 16GeV
2, λ2s = 14 . . . 18GeV
2
. Till
now, there has been no self-onsistent treatment of the
non-loal ondensates based on DSE with gluons. We
onsider this to be a disadvantage of the sheme, sine
quark utuations in vauum are driven by gluons. We
will present our result for QV as funtion of quark mass.
We desribe DSE methodology and alulate the prop-
agators in the next setion (II), the non-loal ondensate
(NLC) and its response to an external eld is studied in
setion (III). In setion (IV) we do the Euler-Heisenberg
type eetive ation for quarks with non-perturbative
DSE propagators in external elds and ompare our re-
sults to the meson based evaluation. We onlude in
setion (V).
II. DYSONSCHWINGER EQUATIONS
A. Formulation of DSE with Quarks
In this setion we review the tehnique of obtaining
quark and gluon propagators in a self-onsistent way. We
use Fisher's DSE tehnique desribed in [1℄, and we show
that the propagators are reprodued by us in the ase
with quarks as well  we have already reprodued the
gluodynamis setor in our previous study [6℄.
We apply in our work the Newton optimization
method, based on the numerial proedure desribed
in [16℄. We solve a system for ghost, gluon and quark
propagators, as shown in Fig. (1). Propagator dressing
is shown by bulbs, and that of verties  by transparent
bulbs. We parameterize the gluon propagator in Landau
FIG. 1: Diagrammati representation of DSE.
gauge by the form-fator F , dened via relation
DF abµν (p) = δ
ab
(
gµν − pµpν
p2
)
F (p2)
p2 + iǫ
, (6)
and the ghost propagator is parameterized by the form-
fator G
DGab(p) =
δab
p2 + iǫ
G(p2). (7)
Quark propagator is dened as
S(p) =
1
A(p)
1
p/ +M(p)
. (8)
Finding the salar form-fators F,G,A,M will yield non-
perturbative information on the physial quarks and glu-
ons.
DSE for this system an be written in the form:

1
G(p2)
− 1
G(µ¯2c)
= − (Σ(p2)− Σ(µ¯2c)) ,
1
F (p2)
− 1
F (µ¯2g)
= − (Π(p2)−Π(µ¯2g)) ,
1
A(x)
= 1− ΠA(x)
A(x)
+ ΠA(µ¯
2
g)
M(x)A(x) = M(µ¯2g) + ΠM (x)−ΠM (µ¯2g)
(9)
Here µ¯g,c the are points of subtration, µ¯c = 0, µ¯g = µ¯, µ¯
is the limit of the interval p2 ∈ (0, µ¯2) in the momentum
spae where we solve DSE, oupling g2 is meant to be
taken at point µ: g2(µ¯2). Gluon vauum polarization is
Π(p2) = Π2c(p2) + Π2g(p2) + Π2q(p2), (10)
ontributions of ghosts Π2c(p2) and gluons Π2g(p2) being
Π2c(p2) = Ncg
2
∫
ddq
(2π)d
M0(p
2, q2, r2)G(q2)G(r2),
Π2g(p2) = Ncg
2
∫
ddq
(2π)4
Q0(p
2, q2, r2)F (q2)F (r2),
(11)
ghost self-energy is
Σ(p2) = Ncg
2
∫
K0(p
2, q2, r2)G(q2)F (r2)
ddq
(2π)d
. (12)
Quark self-energy is onveniently split into funtions ΠA
and ΠM , given below:
ΠM =
1
3π3
∫
d4y
{
α(z)
z(y +M2(y))
G(z)−2d−d/δ
F (z)d
1
A(y)[
3
2
(A(x) +A(y))M(y) +
1
2
(∆A(x, y)M(y)−
−∆B(x, y)) (−z + 2(x+ y)− (x− y)2/z)+
+
3
2
(A(x) −A(y))M(y)Ω(x, y)(x − y)
]}
(13)
3and
ΠA =
1
3π3
∫
d4y
{
α(z)
xz(y +M2(y))
G(z)−2d−d/δ
F (z)d
1
A(y)[(
−z + x+ y
2
+
(x− y)2
2z
)
A(x) +A(y)
2
−
−
(
∆A(x, y)
2
(x + y) + ∆B(x, y)M(y)
)
×
×
(
− z2 + (x+ y)− (x−y)
2
2z
)
+
+
3
2
(A(x) −A(y))Ω(x, y)
(
x2 − y2
2
− z x− y
2
)]}
,
(14)
yielding the last two equations of (9). Here auxiliary
funtions ∆A,∆B,Ω,∆Ω have been introdued:
∆A(x, y) =
A(x) −A(y)
x− y ,
B(x) = M(x)A(x),
∆B(x, y) =
B(x)−B(y)
x− y ,
Ω(x, y) =
x+ y
(x− y)2 + (M2(x) +M2(y))2 .
(15)
The onstrutions (13), (14), are taken from [1℄, we have
xed here a typo originally present in Eq. (13). Parame-
ter d is related to the Ansatz for the quark-gluon vertex
that is used. There is no unambiguous way of hoos-
ing this parameter, sine there is no fully onsistent way
of trunating DSE without violating some of the worthy
properties of the original full tower of equations, and we
refer the reader to [1℄ for a omprehensive disussion on
that point. Variable z is a logarithmi variable
z = ln
p2
µ2
, (16)
and sale µ is yet to be dened upon solving DSE from
omparing the obtained oupling αDSE(z) to the known
values of Partile Data Group oupling αPDG(p
2) [17℄ at
point M :
αDSE(ln(M
2/µ2)) = αPDG(M
2). (17)
The oupling onstant g2/4π ≡ α is expressed in terms
of G,F solely [18, 19℄, as vertex is nite in Landau gauge
(at one-loop level)
αDSE(ln(p
2)) = αDSE(µ¯)F (p
2)G2(p2). (18)
In our ase we shall use varying sale xing point M so
that we an prove that our results are independent of
sale xing point hoie within the error margin of our
proedure.
The kernels M0,K0, Q0 are well-known in literature,
however to make the presentation self-ontained we pro-
vide them here:
K0(x, y, θ) =
y2 sin4(θ)(−2 cos(θ)√xy + x+ y)2 ,
M0(x, y, θ) = − y
2 sin4(θ)
3x
(−2 cos(θ)√xy + x+ y) ,
(19)
Q0(x, y, θ) = − 1
12x
(−2 cos(θ)√xy + x+ y)2×{
y sin2(θ)
[
2 cos(2θ)
(
6x2 + 31xy + 6y2
)−
−12x cos(3θ)√xy + xy cos(4θ)− 48 cos(θ)√xy(x+ y)−
−12y cos(3θ)√xy + 3x2 + 27xy + 3y2]} .
(20)
Salar variables x = p2, y = q2 are introdued; variable θ
is dened via (p−q)2 = x+y−2√xy cos θ. We neglet the
eets of non-trivial dressing of the verties, sine these
do not essentially bak-reat the upon the IR struture
of the propagators themselves.
To solve the DysonShwinger equations we use the
Ansatz [20, 21℄:
F (z) =


exp
(
n¯∑
i
aiTi(z)
)
, z ∈ (ln ǫ, ln µ¯2),
F (µ¯)
(
1 + ω log
p2
µ¯2
)γ
, z > ln µ¯2,
Az2κ, z < ln ǫ,
G(z) =


exp
(
n¯∑
i
biTi(z)
)
, z ∈ (ln ǫ, ln µ¯2),
G(σ)
(
1 + ω ln
p2
µ¯2
)δ
, z > ln µ¯2,
Bz−κ, z < ǫ.
,
(21)
and similar Ansatze for M(p), A(p). Here Ti are
Tshebyshev polynomials, ai, bi are unknown oeients
yet to be determined from the numerial solution, n¯ is the
number of polynomials used (mostly n¯ = 30 has been
used here, allowing preision of up to 10−10 for the oef-
ients), δ = −9/44, γ = −1− 2δ, ω = 11Ncα(σ)/(12π).
The IR saling κ is hosen to be the standard [22, 23℄
κ = 0.59 (22)
for the ase of BrownPennington trunation with ζ =
1 [21℄ (for disussion of meaning of ζ see [24℄), whih
4is our ase (ζ already set to its number value every-
where). Following [25℄, we employ renormalization on-
stant Z1 redenition, so that no momentum dependene
ould possibly enter it, that is
Z1 = G(y)
(1−a/δ−2a)
F (y)(1+a)
G(y)(1−b/δ−2b)
F (y)(1+b)
. (23)
Again, following [25℄ we hoose
a = b = 3δ, (24)
whih minimizes its momentum dependene. Renormal-
ization onstant Z1 refers to the piee with a ghost loop
in vauum polarization. The equations are solved by us-
ing Newton's method, desribed for this partiular ap-
pliation by Bloh [16℄. The results of the solution are
propagator form fators F,G, shown in Fig. (2) on the
left, the IR behavior of the propagators orresponds to
the standard ghost enhanement and gluon suppression.
The oupling α obtained from DSE (18) is shown on the
right in Fig. (2). We note here that the IR xed point
seen in the Figure is
α(0) ≈ 3 (25)
for Nc = 3, whih is onsistent with the up-to-date
DysonShwinger results reported by other groups [25,
26℄.
FIG. 2: Ghost (dashed line) and gluon (solid line)
propagator form fators obtained in DSE in Landau
gauge; running oupling from DSE.
Quark wave-funtions were obtained for one quark at
a time solving a in a selfonsistent way the DSE, i.e.
these are unquenhed quarks. They are quite similar
to quenhed approximation where quark DSE is solved
for given glue DSE solution (quenhed approximation)
The wave funtion form fators are shown in Fig. (3).
Wave-funtion form fators beome perturbatively unity;
within an error margin they are no more distinguishable
in the UV, although they exhibit dierent and non-trivial
behavior in the IR.
The quark masses are shown in Fig. (4). Physially
it is important that UV anomalous dimensions of all the
quarks are rendered the same in Fig. (4) , whih on-
rms validity of the proedure. This an be seen from the
dashed parallel lines in Fig. (4) In general, in this Se-
tion, we onrm all the urrent knowledge on the DSE
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
p , GeV
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
1 A
c
s
d
u
FIG. 3: Wave-funtion (propagator) form fators A(p)
for avors u(red), d(green), s(blue), c(magenta) (lines
from top to bottom at p = 0.5 GeV.
with quarks. We improve the numerial onvergene by
smoothing numerial ut-o on integrals by superposing
varying limits, whih proedure removes Fourier trans-
form `ehos' from the results.
FIG. 4: Quark mass M(p) for avors u, d, s, c.
Puntured parallel tangent lines demonstrate that
anomalous dimension is mass-independent.
III. NON-LOCAL CONDENSATE
A. Dependene on mass of ondensate shape
In this Setion we alulate the non-loal ondensate
omitting the Wilson line, study its behavior under ex-
ternal elds and ompute the vauum response due to
presene of non-loal ondensates to external elds.
The nonloal ondensate-related vauum expetation
value (C-VEV)
C0(x) = 〈ψ¯(x)ψ(0)〉, (26)
where loal ondensate C(0) satises C(0) = C0(0), an
be related to propagator as
C0(x) =
1
(2π)4
Nc
Nf∑
i
∫
d4p
eipx
Ai(p)
4Mi(p)
p2 +M2i
− (PT) (27)
5However, separation the perturbative (PT) part from the
non-perturbative propagator is not well-dened. More-
over, some argue that the non-perturbative proedure is
produing only the non-perturbative quark propagator
and there is no PT subtration needed. We do not have
a good argument to support this reasoning, or, alterna-
tively, a PT part subtration, thus we follow the former
approah. This also does not introdue additional pro-
edure ambiguity. Aordingly, it should be remembered
when evaluating our results that the full non-perturbative
understanding of QCD vauum annot be reahed on
grounds of Dyson-Shwinger equations alone, without ap-
plying additional resummation proedures, e.g. ESSZ-
resummation [6℄. For this reason our results should be
treated as a rst qualitative estimate, and not yet as ex-
at preditions.
We think that despite any of the above shortomings
the results we obtain are surprizing. We show the C-
VEV in Fig. (5), where we see from top to bottom
(at x → 0) beginning with the heavy quark 〈c¯(x)c(0)〉,
〈s¯(x)s(0)〉 〈d¯(x)d(0)〉, 〈u¯(x)u(0)〉, and last the lightest u
quark. Numerial diulties prevent us from reahing
higher mass than 500 MeV for harm (at sale of 2 GeV).
Non-loal ondensate exhibits some osillatory behaviour
within 2 < x < 10 GeV−1. We believe that these C-VEV
osillations are due to numeri unertainty, but their per-
sistene and appearane when sale mathing of quarks
to glue and ghost ours suggest that further study of
this phenomenon is needed, and thus we show these re-
sults with C-VEV reahing to 2fm distane. At this large
distane the sequene of the C-VEV has reversed with
smallest quark mass leading to largest value of C-VEV.
0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 x , GeV
-1
10
-5
10
-4
0.001
0.01
0.1
Ψ
-
Ψ, GeV
3
FIG. 5: Non-loal ondensate for u, d, c, s quarks.
B. Loal quark ondensate and quark virtuality
dependene on mass
The standard wisdom [27℄ about ondensate depen-
dene on mass for heavy quarks is
〈q¯q〉 = − 1
12mq
〈αG2〉. (28)
This relation is usually derived from requiring ontinuity
between heavy and light quarks' properties, imposed at
the sale of about 0.2 GeV. The behavior of our propaga-
tors and wave funtions is ontinuous, yet the dependene
on mass we observe is ompletely dierent. Another well
regarded relation is [28℄
〈s¯s〉 ∼ 0.8〈u¯u〉. (29)
Note that in our evaluation the loal ondensate is in-
dependent of Wilson line integral and thus our results
for x→ 0 while still PT subtration dependent are more
seure. For c and s quarks the values one sees in Fig. (5).
are onsiderably larger than expeted. Moreover, we nd
that our ondensates inrease with mass and does not de-
rease, as was expeted based on above estimates.
The values of ondensate is tted surprisingly well by
a simple power law
c(m) = 0.2GeV3
( m
1GeV
)0.73
, (30)
not at all expeted from any qualitative QCD model
we know. Mass dependene of ondensate is illustrated
in Fig. (6). The dashed line is the expeted light quark
value, the thik line the c, s expetations of Eq.(28). Note
that these results are obtained by onsidering one quark
at a time and solving selfonsistently DSE (unquenhed
single quarks).
0.0050.01 0.05 0.1 0.5
m,GeV
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
<ΨΨ

>,GeV3
FIG. 6: Loal ondensate mass dependene. red dots
are DSE results, thik line  estimate (28) for heavy
quarks, dashed line  standard 〈u¯u〉 value, thin line 
power-law approximation (30).
It seems that with inreasing mass quarks an probe
better the non-loal glue vauum utuations and thus
their response strength inreases. The non-loality of
glue vauum struture is usually not onsidered in the
qualitative ondensate models. However, there is no ar-
gument we an present to align the light quark loal on-
densate as funtion of m with heavy quark ondensate.
We also note that when dealing with realisti quarks,
their physial magneti moments must be taken into a-
ount. However this eet diminishes with quark mass
and annot explain the heavy quark ondensate behavior.
6In another attempt to understand this strange behav-
ior, one ould suggest that heavy quarks are worse repre-
sented by DysonShwinger equations sine they tend to
deouple and thus one-loop approximation beomes al-
most free, but at higher loops they might beome again
important, thus yielding DSE approah invalid. How-
ever, this explanation is not valid, sine omparison of
quenhed approximation to the unquenhed shows very
little dierene between the two. Thus the issue of on-
densate dependene on mass in DSE sheme presented
here remains an open question.
Should this behavior be true, this strong dependene
on mass of light quark ondensate would deeply impat
the hiral model analysis of quark masses, where a or-
nerstone assumption is that light quark ondensates have
equal value.
Quark virtuality dependene on mass is given in the
table I below and is shown in Fig. (7). We note the
highly regular behavior, following the t
λ2q = 0.39GeV
2
( mq
1GeV
)1.07
(31)
shows in Fig. (7) For omparison reall that virtualities
λ2u,d = 0.7GeV
2, λ2s = 1.6GeV
2
were reported [14℄, as
disussed in Setion 1. Reall also λ2q ≈ 0.4±0.1GeV2 [8℄
and λ2q ∼ 1.2GeV2 [9℄.
FIG. 7: Quark virtuality dependene on quark mass.
C. Condensate response to external eld
We an also establish the harater of ondensate
dependene on the external eld. Considering a dia-
gram Fig. (8), we derive the F 2-order term in the non-
FIG. 8: Diagram desribing ondensate sensitivity to
eld.
loal ondensate
〈ψ¯ψ〉F = 〈ψ¯ψ〉0 + F 2f1(x)− FναFαµ
∂2
∂ν∂µ
f2(x), (32)
where moments f1, f2 are
f1(x) =
1
(2π)4
∫
eipxd4p
A3(p)
(−8)m(p)
(p2 +m2(p))3
,
f2(x) =
1
(2π)4
∫
eipxd4p
A3(p)
(−16)m(p)
(p2 +m2(p))4
.
(33)
We notie here that not only the harater of ondensate
dependene on x hanges due to eld swith-on, but it
aquires anisotropy. The funtion f1 is shown in Fig. (9).
It deserves attention that smallest quark masses bring
largest response to eld, whih is quite reasonable. The
resulting parameters are shown in the table (I). It an
be seen from analysis of f1 that already elds of order of
magnitude of 10−1 GeV2 may put the loal ondensate
to zero. This is omparable to the predition of ritial
elds for ondensate
Fcr =
m2pi
log 2
(34)
by Smilga and Shushpanov [29℄.
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FIG. 9: Fator f1(x) as funtion of distane, desribing
the nonloality of ondensate sensitivity to eld.
Long-distane orrelations will be even more sensitive
to elds, sine f1 dereases slower than ondensate it-
self, thus making pion wave-funtion a nie andidate for
analysis in an external eld.
IV. EFFECTIVE ACTION DUE TO
CONDENSATES
One of the simplest nonlinear proesses of QED is
photon-photon sattering, shown in Fig. (10). In the lan-
guage of EulerHeisenberg eetive ation, the following
term is responsible for this kind of proesses
L = a(FµνFµν)2 + F νµFλν F ρλFµρ =
= A(FµνF
µν)2 +B(Fµν F˜
µν)2.
(35)
7TABLE I: Main harateristis of ondensate: loal amplitude C(0), virtuality λ2, ondensate amplitude variation
δC(0)
δF 2 , virtuality variation
δλ2q
δF 2 , infrared exponent a (〈ψ¯(x)ψ(0)〉 ∼ e−ax), variation of the infrared exponent δaδF 2 .
Mass value m = 0.51 in the fourth line is not a misprint against the expeted m = 1.27 GeV, but was the largest
mass at 2 GeV sale available to us.
mq,GeV q C(0),GeV λ
2
q ,GeV
2 δC(0)
δF2
,GeV−1
δλ2q
δF2
,GeV−2 a,GeV δa
δF2
,GeV−3
0.0025 2/3 0.00239 0.00066 0.037 0.00082 0.40 0.20
0.005 1/3 0.0042 0.0013 0.023 0.00094 0.65 0.20
0.105 1/3 0.037 0.039 0.015 0.0017 1.04 0.22
0.51 2/3 0.12 0.18 0.0064 0.0015 1.04 0.37
Coeients a, b are in ase of QED
a = − α
2
36m4
,
b =
7α2
90m4
,
(36)
and A,B are linearly related to them: A = a+b/2, B = b.
We shall alulate now these oeients for ondensate
ontribution of QCD vauum into QCD-related photon-
photon sattering. We shall see at the end that the on-
tribution is larger than expeted, ompared to standard
(perturbative) ontribution due to hadrons. However,
the magnitude of the eets we nd is very small om-
pared to what is experimentally aessible today, and
in the foreseeable future, in the domain of intense laser
physis.
FIG. 10: Leading nonlinear term in the
EulerHeisenberg eetive ation, ki are inoming
momenta, q quark harges.
Stritly speaking, when dealing with realisti quarks,
their physial magneti moments must be taken into
aount. In the eetive ation quark magneti
moments would invoke a ontribution of the type
µ4qF
µ1ν1Fµ2ν2Fµ3ν3Fµ4ν4 tr[σµ1ν1σµ2ν2σµ3ν3σµ4ν4 ]. Not-
ing that the outome might be non-negligible, we leave
this ontribution aside, sine it requires a serious modi-
ation of the DSE solution sheme and ompliated issues
of trunation validity.
To ahieve the result we alulate the diagram Fig. (10)
with propagators obtained in the previous setion, whih
are responsible for ondensates. We do not separate
the ondensate and the free terms at the level of eah
propagator, but rather do the full diagram with the full
propagators, and then ompare to the perturbative terms
(a, b already given above, multiplied by respetive quark
harges). As momentum dependene of the full diagram
on s, t, u invariants would be known only numerially as
a result of a alulation, ontaining numerial data for
propagators, we use the following trik. We work out the
sattering amplitudes M(e1, e2, e3, e4), given as
M˜µνλρ(k1, k2, k3, k4) = e
4
∫
d4p
(2pi)4 tr [S(p)γ
µS(p+ k1)γ
ν
S(p+ k1 + k2)γ
λS(p+ k4)γ
ρ
]
.
(37)
For the sattering amplitudes at small values of photon
frequenies ω we extrat the oeient at the ω4 term:
M˜µνλρ(k1, k2, k3, k4)e
µ
1e
ν
2e
λ
3e
ρ
4 =M0+ω
4α2M(e1, e2, e3, e4),
(38)
for two spei sets of polarization vetors, namely,
(e1⊥, e2⊥, e3⊥, e4⊥) and (e1‖, e2‖, e3⊥, e4⊥), (ei⊥ denotes
polarization orthogonal to reation plane, and e1‖ polar-
ization in reation plane), at spei values for θ (namely,
forward sattering θ = π). These an be expressed as fol-
lowing salar integrals
M(e1⊥, e2⊥, e3⊥, e4⊥) =
=
∫ ∞
0
32p3dp
15 [p2 +M(p)2]8A(p)3
[
19p8 + 75M(p)2p6−
−10M(p)4p4 − 330M(p)6p2 + 30M(p)8]
(39)
8TABLE II: Coeients a, b, A,B of non-linear terms in
the eetive ation. The perturbative line shows for
omparison the oeients a0, b0, A0, B0 for mass m in
the loops whih an be thought of approximately as
Λ ∼ 300GeV; our results are shown as dimensionless
ratios against a0, b0, A0, B0. Quarks harges
qi = 2/3, 1/3 are inluded into oeients.
a0 b0 A0 B0
PT − 1
36m4
7
90m4
1
90m4
7
90m4
flavor a/a0 b/b0 A/A0 B/B0
u 0.07732 0.09317 0.1328 0.09317
d 0.00302 0.00337 0.00425 0.00337
s 0.00019 0.00022 0.0003 0.00022
c 0.00064 0.0007 0.00085 0.0007
M(e1‖, e2‖, e3⊥, e4⊥) =
= −
∫ ∞
0
32p3dp
15 [p2 +M(p)2]
8
A(p)3
[
7p8 − 25M(p)2p6−
−40M(p)4p4 + 60M(p)6p2 − 30M(p)8] .
(40)
Polarization vetors have been
e‖ = {0, 0, 1, 0},
e⊥ = {0, 0, 0, 1},
(41)
with enter-of-mass kinematis
k1 = ω{1, 1, 0, 0},
k2 = ω{1,−1, 0, 0},
k3 = ω{1, cos θ, sin θ, 0},
k4 = ω{1,− cosθ,− sin θ, 0}.
(42)
In the expansion we used the fat that ω is believed
to be small, therefore, all non-perturbative momentum-
dependent fators (M(p), A(p)) are taken at the point
p.
On the other hand, the oeients M(. . . ) are known
from (35) by diret analysis
M(e1⊥, e2⊥, e3⊥, e4⊥) = 64(2a+ b),
M(e1‖, e2‖, e3⊥, e4⊥) = 16(4a+ b).
(43)
Thus a simple omparison of (39) and (43) yields val-
ues for a, b and A,B. They are shown in Table (II).
This Table is quite instrutive. First of all, the on-
tributions are omparable with the expeted hadroni
ones. The range of the latter an be estimated roughly
within 1/90m4pi . . . 1/90m
4
ρ ∼ 40 . . . 0.05 GeV−4. Quarks
with large bare masses yield less, as expeted on general
grounds.
Basing on the analysis of light quark properties we
onrm the laims that QCD vauum annot be probed
via non-linear QED eets until elds of hadron sales
m2h ∼ (0.1GeV)2 are reahed, atually on sales several
times below typial hadroni sale the eet an be felt
as ontribution to the naive QED estimate of photon-
photon sattering.
We believe that the issue of heavy quarks, whih have
yielded several inonsistenies in the suggested sheme,
ould be addressed in our sheme one more eort is de-
voted to understand the solutions of DSE. Moreover, to
arrive at realisti results we need to onsider shemes
with all quarks partiipating in the solution of DSE equa-
tion, and allowing for vertex orretion whih implements
magneti moment for light quarks.
V. CONCLUSION
Solving one quark-gluon-ghost Dyson-Shwinger equa-
tions, we have obtained the quark non-loal ondensate
and quark virtuality as funtions of quark mass. The
mass dependene of the ondensate disagrees with ur-
rent qualitative wisdom. We ould not nd an explana-
tion for why this is the ase. The growth of the quark
ondensate with m0.73,m < 500MeV implies a signi-
ant dierene between all mass ondensates above and
beyond any expetations. If onrmed, this result would
have onsiderable impat on hadron phenomenology. For
example, the dierene in u-quark and d-quark mass and
thus implied dierene in quark ondensate leads to on-
siderable hange in hiral analysis of quark masses.
Regarding the inuene of an external eld on the on-
densate we predit that elds of order of magnitude of or-
der of magnitude of 10−1 GeV2 an atually destroy loal
ondensate, and even smaller elds an destroy non-loal
x-dependent ondensate at x 6= 0. This result may have
diret impat the pion wave funtion in external elds.
As reently shown by Pimikov, Bakulev and Stefanis [30℄,
it is the non-loality of the ondensates that is the key
point for inlusion of the non-perturbative ontributions
to the pion form fator. Thus our results on ondensates
immediately drive the dynamis of pion wave funtion in
external elds.
In addition we predit that light quarks yield im-
portant non-perturbative ontributions into the photon-
photon sattering amplitude, whih are omparable with
the orresponding perturbative ontributions based on
loops with light mesons. We stress that this dynam-
is is essentially ondensate-driven, and partiularly by
its non-loality. Our present non-perturbative evaluation
suggests that the ritial eld, above whih the non-linear
QCD-QED eets an be seen, is several times lower than
the typial hadroni sale. Even so, the experiments to
probe the QCD vauum with intense laser elds are be-
yond the foreseeable future.
We have outlined in the text an opportunity for fur-
ther advane whih must rst fous on the resolution of
9the mass dependene of quark ondensate and better un-
derstanding of the related virtuality. The relatively large
eets whih external elds an impart on the QCD va-
uum must be onrmed in the ontext of suh an im-
proved theoretial framework.
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